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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED DURING THE
JOURNEY FROM KRACOW TO MEDYKA, POLAND, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

My dear and beloved children,

Today, with the golden Mantle and light blue Tunic of your Most Holy Mother, I come as the
Mother and Lady of Ukraine.

I come to ask you that during these coming days of prayer and invocation to the Divine and
unfathomable Mercy of My Son, you may place in your prayers the whole Christian religion of
Ukraine so that, in the face of the tragedy of the war and destruction of peoples and families, My
children of the Ukrainian Church may act in conformity with the Will of God, so that the Charity
and Love of My Son not be replaced by the ideals and alliances of the war.

Unfortunately, certain political and religious pressures leave the apostles of the Universal Church of
My Son vulnerable, because they are prevented from acting in a sensible way and with Mercy.

At this moment, as the Mother and Lady of Ukraine, I come to implore all Christians for fraternal
unity so that the religions and beliefs may not adapt to the format of war and ideologies
of vengeance. This is not what My Son has taught you all.

By the Passion and Death of Christ, may the rulers no longer use religion as a weapon of war and of
mental pressure on the peoples of this humanity.

For this reason, we must pray with greater conviction and with greater awareness, because the Lady
of Ukraine sees how Christianity and ecumenism are used so as to achieve personal objectives.

May the prayer of these days disarm these plans of My enemy.

As always, I am and will be close to all who unite to My Heart.

I am grateful to you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace and Lady of Ukraine

 


